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Electric deflection experiments have been performed on neutral SnN clusters (N ) 6-20) at different nozzle
temperatures in combination with a systematic search for the global minimum structures and the calculation
of the dielectric properties based on density functional theory. For smaller tin clusters (N ) 6-11), a good
agreement between theory and experiment is found. Taking theoretically predicted moments of inertia and
the body fixed dipole moment into account permits a quantitative simulation of the deflected molecular beam
profiles. For larger SnN clusters (N ) 12-20), distinct differences between theory and experiment are observed;
i.e., the predicted dipole moments from the quantum chemical calculations are significantly larger than the
experimental values. The investigation of the electric susceptibilities at different nozzle temperatures indicates
that this is due to the dynamical nature of the tin clusters, which increases with cluster size. As a result, even
at the smallest nozzle temperature of 40 K, the dipole moments of Sn12-20 are partially quenched. This clearly
demonstrates the limits of current electric deflection experiments for structural determination and demonstrates
the need for stronger cooling of the clusters in future experiments.

1. Introduction

For a better understanding of the size-dependent properties
of isolated homoatomic clusters in the gas phase, a structural
characterization is an important prerequisite. For charged
clusters, mass-selective vibrational spectroscopy in combination
with quantum theoretical approaches has led to a decisive
breakthrough.1 In addition, electron diffraction on charged
clusters in an ion trap gives direct access to structural data.2,3

Moreover, the investigation of drift mobilities4-6 and surface-
induced dissociation of mass selected cluster ions,7,8 together
with photodissociation studies,9 allows greater insight into the
structure of clusters.

For anions, photoelectron spectroscopy is one of the most
powerful tools to investigate the electronic and geometric
structure of various clusters.10 In contrast, the structural
characterization of neutral clusters turns out to be more difficult
as the mass-selective investigation requires photoionization of
these clusters in the (vacuum)-ultraviolet spectral range in an
additional step. One may think of the ionization potentials as a
probe for the geometric structure of these clusters.11 This,
however, is hardly possible because differences in ionization
potentials of different cluster isomers are often too small to be
detected experimentally.12

Photoelectron spectroscopic investigation of neutral clusters
has been conducted only on a few clusters within a coincidence
experiment.13-15 Infrared spectroscopic studies on neutral
clusters are also feasible in principle if the experiments
performed on the cations are expanded with an additional
ionization step. With a tunable free electron laser, first experi-
ments on neutral metal clusters have recently been carried

out.16,17 Multiphoton ionization is also suitable to characterize
the structure of clusters,18 particularly if rotationally resolved
absorption spectra are available. But as a rule, this method is
limited to small aggregates only. In addition to the spectroscopic
approaches mentioned so far, dielectric properties could also
be used as a probe for the geometric arrangements of neutral
clusters.19 Here however, measurements of static polarizabilities
are again not sensitive enough to discriminate between different
isomers.20,21 In contrast, the formation of dipole moments is
strongly affected by the deformation of the clusters from
spherical symmetry.22,23 However, the detection of dipole
moments for larger element clusters still remains an experi-
mental challenge.

In the present work we demonstrate that electric deflection
experiments together with a systematic quantum theoretical
approach are in principle capable of determining the structures
of small neutral metal clusters. For this purpose, we have studied
neutral SnN clusters from N ) 6 to 20. So far, only ionization
potentials11 and formation enthalpies of the neutral SnN clusters
are known,24-26 and only a few theoretical investigations
concerning the structures and binding energies of neutral tin
clusters are available.27-32 Therefore, in addition to our deflec-
tion experiments we performed a systematic theoretical search
for new global minimum structures and determined their static
dipole polarizabilities and dipole moments for the first time. In
order to verify the calculated structures for cold, rigid tin
clusters, we utilized the optimized structures, together with their
tensor of inertia and predicted body fixed dipole moments, and
simulated the measured molecular beam profiles. This approach
permits in principle a quantitative analysis of the deflection
experiments.

The paper has the following structure: First, we provide a
short overview of the experimental and the quantum theoretical
methodology. After a qualitative discussion of the experimental
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results, we analyze the measured beam profiles within the
context of first order perturbation theory. Finally, we cover the
simulated molecular beam profiles based on our quantum
theoretical calculations in order to validate the obtained
structures of the neutral tin clusters in the gas phase.

2. Experimental and Theoretical Methods

2.1. Experimental Methods. An overview of the apparatus
used in this work can be found in the literature33,34 and is
therefore only briefly described here. Tin clusters are produced
by a pulsed laser vaporization source.33 Here, a tin rod is
irradiated with the focused light from a Nd:YAG laser, forming
a small amount of a plasma. The plasma is then cooled down
in a flow of helium gas, which subsequently condenses to form
clusters. The helium-tin cluster mixture is then expanded
through a nozzle into a high-vacuum apparatus, thereby produc-
ing a supersonic beam of SnN clusters. The nozzle has a length
of 61 mm and a diameter of 3 mm. The leading 25 mm of the
nozzle can be cooled down to 40 K by utilizing a helium
refrigerator, thus enabling further reduction of the clusters’
kinetic energy in the beam and further cooling of their internal
degrees of freedom. In the present work, experiments at nozzle
temperatures between 40 and 100 K were performed. The
molecular beam is subsequently narrowed using a double
skimmer and is passed through a chopper, which enables
measurement of cluster velocities in the molecular beam.35 After
passing two collimators, the molecular beam reaches the
inhomogeneous electric field. The electric field used in the
experiment is the electric analogue of the so-called “two-wire-
magnetic-field” first developed by Rabi and co-workers.36 This
setup yields a constant product of the electric field and its
gradient throughout the dimensions of the molecular beam. The
experimental setup of the deflection electrodes is similar to
the one reported by Bederson et al.37,38 The distance between
the two electrodes is 1.5 mm. The strongest electric field
generated in this work is 2 × 107 V/m. About 1200 mm
downstream of the deflection unit, the clusters are ionized using
an excimer laser (7.89 eV) after passing a slit of width 400
µm. Its position can be varied with an accuracy of 2 µm. Ionized
clusters reach then the acceleration zone of the time-of-flight
(TOF) mass spectrometer, are deflected perpendicularly to the
molecular beam axis with a strong voltage pulse applied to the
meshes of the acceleration unit, and are finally detected by an
Even-cup.39

The cluster polarizabilities and dipole moments are deter-
mined using the barium atom as a calibrant with an accurately
determined polarizability of 39.7 ( 3.2 Å3.34,40 Therefore, the
absolute values of all the reported polarizabilities and dipole
moments have an uncertainty of about 8%. The statistical
uncertainties due to the measurement of the beam profiles and
cluster velocities are indicated as error bars.

2.2. Theoretical Methods. The predicted singlet and triplet
global minimum structures of tin clusters ranging from 6 up to
20 atoms were obtained using a recently developed genetic
algorithm code.21 The initial populations of typically 10-15
different structures consisted of randomly generated structures,
predicted Lennard-Jones global minima, and recently published
low-lying minima structures for tin28 and silicon clusters.41,42

The search for the global minimum of a specific cluster was
performed in combination with an ultrasoft pseudopotential for
tin within the plane-wave method, leaving the 5s2 5p2 electrons
in the valence space and applying the local spin-density
approximation as implemented in the VASP program package.43

The cutoff energy for the plane-wave expansion was set to be

6 Ry. The clusters were placed in a cubic cell with side lengths
of 16 Å constrained to periodic boundary conditions. During
the global optimization, the cell was dynamically adapted,
ensuring a distance of greater than 8 Å between the clusters.
Typically 8-10 of the thus obtained energetically lowest-lying
isomers were then further relaxed to their local minima applying
Los Alamos pseudopotentials and corresponding basis sets.44

Depending on the energy distribution, two to four of the
energetically lowest-lying true minima structures obtained were
then further optimized using a more accurate Stuttgart small-
core energy-consistent relativistic pseudopotential together with
an extensive valence basis set for tin45,46 and the B3P86 hybrid
functional as suggested by Becke47 and Perdew.48 No symmetry
constraints were applied during the optimization procedure.
Finally, harmonic vibrational frequencies were computed to
ensure that the relaxed geometries are true local minima on the
potential energy surface. To find the best DFT functional
reproducing accurately the mean static dipole polarizability of
the tin clusters, the polarizability of the 3P ground state of the
tin atom was calculated at the coupled cluster level of theory,
CCSD(T), from an uncontracted and extended Stuttgart valence
basis set45,46 with the respective energy-consistent relativistic
pseudopotential which gave for the isotropic polarizability R
) 8.04 Å3. We tested a number of different density functionals,
with the B3P86 functional yielding the smallest deviation from
the coupled cluster value, i.e., R ) 8.07 Å3.49 Hence this
functional was chosen for all final calculations.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Structural Data. Figure 1 depicts the predicted global
minima and close lying low-energy isomers of the singlet
states of Sn6-20 with relative energy differences of up to about
0.5 eV. Interestingly, for these clusters the putative global
minima with triplet spin state are at least 0.35 eV higher in
energy than the corresponding singlet global minimum.
Quintet spin states were also investigated for a variety of
different structures of Sn2-7 and were found to lie even higher
in energy by 1-2 eV. Thus, they are not expected to play an
important role in the characterization of the global minima
of Sn6-20 and will not appear in experiments at low
temperatures. Relative energies, point group symmetries,
static electric response, dipole moments, and moments of
inertia are shown in Table 1. We also include Ray’s
asymmetry parameter κ50 for asymmetric tops defined as

κ)
2 ⁄ Ib - 1 ⁄ Ia - 1 ⁄ Ic

1 ⁄ Ia - 1 ⁄ Ic
(1)

with I being the principal moments of inertia. κ ) 1 corresponds
to an oblate, κ ) -1 to a prolate, and κ ≈ 0 to a strongly
asymmetric rotor.

In accordance with the literature,27,28 the hexamer displays a
distorted octahedral structure (6s0), Sn7 a pentagonal bipyra-
midal structure (7s0), and the octamer is an edge-capped
pentagonal bipyramid (8s0). The nonamer ground-state structure
is a distorted singlet bicapped pentagonal bipyramid (9s0) and
more stable by 0.43 eV than the tricapped trigonal prism (TTP)
in the triplet state. This contradicts recent work,28 which claims
that the TTP structure of Sn9 is the global minimum. We note
that even using the Los Alamos pseudopotentials and corre-
sponding basis sets the energetic preference for the singlet state
compared to the triplet state is 0.53 eV for the 9s0 structure
and 0.27 eV for the TTP structure. The global minimum of Sn10

clearly shows the trigonal prism motif and represents a sym-
metrical tetracapped derivative of it (10s0). The energetically
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lowest-lying structures of Sn11-13 are all more stable than the
ones previously reported in the literature.28 We point out that
the optimization of an icosahedral Lennard-Jones structure for
Sn13 yields various distorted versions of it, that are all less stable
than 13s0 by around 0.8 eV. Our calculated stacked structures
of Sn14-16, 14s0, 15s0, and 16s0 have been reported previously
as the global minimum structures.28 The predicted global
minimum of Sn17, 17s0, adopts a more spherical structure rather
than the prolate ones for the smaller clusters. The structure of
Sn17 reported by Majumder et al.28 is less stable than 17s0 by

0.22 eV. The predicted global minima for the 18, 19, and 20
atom clusters are stacked prolate structures, each displaying at
least one trigonal prism motif. 18s0 is identical to that found in
the literature,28 while the structures for Sn19 and Sn20 represent
more stable distorted versions. 19s0 consists of a distorted
tricapped trigonal prism prolately connected to a distorted
tetracapped trigonal prism. The structure 20s0 is based on two
identical doubly capped quadratical antiprisms twisted by 180°
with respect to each other. Interestingly, all of the proposed
global minima between N ) 6 and 20, except for Sn6 and Sn7,

Figure 1. Calculated global minima and few energetically low-lying isomers of SnN (N ) 6-20).

TABLE 1: Point Group Symmetries, Relative Energies ∆E (in eV), Isotropic Dipole Polarizabilities riso per Atom (in Å3),
Experimental Dipole Polarizabilities r (in Å3), Dipole Moments µ (in D), Principal Moments of Inertia Ia, b, c (in 10- 44 kg ·m2),
and Ray’s Asymmetry Parameter K of the Calculated Global Minima Structures and Few Energetically Low-Lying Isomers of
SnN (N ) 6-20) as Depicted in Figure 1a

isomer symmetry ∆ε Riso Rexp |µ| µa µb µc Ia Ib Ic κ

6s0 D4h 0 7.26 7.3 ( 0.4 0 0 0 0 3.26 3.26 4.27 1
7s0 D5h 0 7.11 8.3 ( 0.4 0 0 0 0 4.18 4.18 6.40 1
8s0 Cs 0 7.31 15.1 ( 0.3 0.57 0.33 0 0.46 5.01 6.76 7.81 -0.45
8s1 C2h 0.19 7.49 15.1 ( 0.3 0 0 0 0 4.06 8.09 8.76 -0.86
9s0 C2V 0 7.20 10.2 ( 0.4 0.21 0.21 0 0 6.68 8.69 8.89 -0.86
10s0 C3V 0 7.02 14.7 ( 0.3 0.63 0.63 0 0 9.71 10.11 10.11 -1
11s0 Cs 0 7.14 30.5 ( 0.5 1.59 1.39 0.78 0 10.04 11.53 13.13 -0.10
11s1 Cs 0.02 7.27 30.5 ( 0.5 0.54 0.45 0.29 0 9.59 12.79 13.38 -0.77
11s2 Cs 0.10 7.15 30.5 ( 0.5 1.31 1.31 0 0.08 10.06 11.75 12.91 -0.31
12s0 C1 0 7.26 30.5 ( 0.3 2.25 2.11 0.79 0.07 10.75 14.47 17.12 -0.38
12s1 C1 0.06 7.28 30.5 ( 0.3 1.40 1.30 0.14 0.51 10.42 15.27 16.76 -0.68
12s2 C1 0.08 7.20 30.5 ( 0.3 1.13 1.07 0.04 0.35 11.39 14.43 15.84 -0.50
13s0 C1 0 7.28 26.8 ( 1.0 0.75 0.70 0.13 0.23 11.61 18.81 19.41 -0.91
14s0 Cs 0 7.35 20.2 ( 0.5 0.98 0.91 0.36 0 13.64 22.14 22.50 -0.95
15s0 C2V 0 7.30 15.5 ( 0.5 0.07 0 0.01 0.07 14.70 24.61 26.00 -0.85
15s1 D3h 0.09 7.12 15.5 ( 0.5 0 0 0 0 16.21 22.69 22.69 -1
15s2 Cs 0.25 7.34 15.5 ( 0.5 0.85 0.85 0 0 14.32 25.40 27.16 -0.85
16s0 C2V 0 7.29 15.8 ( 0.3 0.86 0.86 0 0 16.96 27.56 29.48 -0.81
17s0 Cs 0 7.27 18.4 ( 1.2 0.93 0 0.77 0.52 21.62 27.02 31.14 -0.31
18s0 C3V 0 7.52 13.3 ( 0.3 1.94 1.94 0 0 19.07 40.53 40.53 -1
19s0 C3V 0 8.01 19.1 ( 0.3 0.97 0.97 0 0 20.96 44.10 44.10 -1
20s0 Cs 0 8.00 15.9 ( 1.0 0.13 0 0.11 0.06 21.53 58.64 63.36 -0.92

a µa, b, c are the components of the dipole moment vector in the principal axis system.
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belong to molecular point groups, which do not exclude
permanent dipole moments.

3.2. Electric Deflection Experiments. Molecular beam
deflection profiles for Sn7 and Sn10 are shown in Figure 2 for a
nozzle temperature of 40 K. The beam broadening observed
for Sn10, in contrast to Sn7, clearly demonstrates the existence
of a permanent dipole moment, while most of the other tin
clusters display smaller but detectable beam broadenings. The
experimentally observed beam deflection d of a specific cluster
size SnN cluster is the weighted average over all deflections dn

of the populated quantum states |n〉 present in the molecular
beam experiment51

dn )- A

mV2

∂E
∂z

∂εn

∂E
(2)

The deflections dn depend on the mass m and velocity V of the
particle, an apparatus function A, the gradient ∂E/∂z of the elec-
tric field E, and the linear Stark effect, ∂εn/∂E. εn is the energy
of the cluster in the quantum state |n〉 . The apparatus function
A depends on the geometry of the electrodes generating the
inhomogeneous field and the distance between the electric field
and the detection of the clusters.51 As mentioned before, A has
been calibrated against the polarizability of the Ba atom.40 The
measured beam profiles therefore depend on molecular proper-
ties such as the permanent electric dipole moment and the
electric polarizability and also on the thermal distribution, which
may be approximately characterized by a rotational and
vibrational temperature Trot and Tvib.

One simple approach to discuss the measured beam deflection
profiles is by perturbation analysis, which is valid in the low
electric field limit. Assuming the clusters as rigid, nearly
spherical rotors, their stark effect (∂εn)/(∂E) in the limit of first-
order perturbation theory50,52 is given by

∂εn

∂E
)-µ KM

J(J+ 1)
-RE (3)

withthequantumnumbersJ,K,andM intheusualnomenclature.50,52

Within a thermal distribution, all quantum states n ) |JKM〉
for a given quantum number J are equally populated, since the

rotors are approximated as nearly spherical rotors. The thermal
distribution function F depends therefore only on the quantum
number J, the rotational constant B, and the rotational temper-
ature Trot:

Fn )FJKM )F(J))

exp(-BJ(J+ 1)
kbTrot

)
∑ J)0

∞ ∑ K)-J

J ∑ M)-J

J
exp(-BJ(J+ 1)

kbTrot
)

(4)

By inserting eq 3 in eq 2 and assuming a thermal distribution
of quantum states, the mean value d ) 〈dn〉 of the deflection
distribution is obtained:

〈dn〉 )∑
n

Fndn )∑
J)0

∞

∑
K)-J

J

∑
M)-J

J

F(J) · dJKM )

- A

mV2

∂E
∂z ∑J)0

∞

∑
K)-J

J

∑
M)-J

J

F(J) · (-µ KM
J(J+ 1)

-RE))

- A

mV2

∂E
∂z ∑J)0

∞

F(J) ∑
K)-J

J

∑
M)-J

J

(-µ KM
J(J+ 1)

-RE)) A

mV2

∂E
∂z

RE

(5)

Similiarly, the variance b2 ) 〈(dn - 〈dn〉)2〉 is given by

〈(dn - 〈dn〉)
2〉 )∑

n

Fn(dn - 〈dn〉)
2

)∑
J)0

∞

∑
K)-J

J

∑
M)-J

J

F(J) · (dJKM - 〈dJKM〉)2

) ( A

mV2

∂E
∂z )2∑

J)0

∞

∑
K)-J

J

∑
M)-J

J

F(J) · (µ KM
J(J+ 1))2

) ( A

mV2

∂E
∂z )2∑

J)0

∞

F(J) ∑
K)-J

J

∑
M)-J

J

(µ KM
J(J+ 1))2

) ( A

mV2

∂E
∂z )2∑

J)0

∞

(2J+ 1)2F(J)
µ2

9

) ( A

mV2

∂E
∂z )2µ2

9 ∑
J)0

∞

(2J+ 1)2F(J)) ( A

mV2

∂E
∂z )2µ2

9
(6)

Therefore, in this simple model, the mean value d of the
deflection is connected to the polarizability of the clusters,
whereas the variance b2 of the deflections is caused by a
nonvanishing permanent dipole moment. In order to extract d
and b2 from the experimental beam profiles, Gaussian functions
are adapted to the measured data points. The values of d are
obtained from the shift of the maxima of the Gaussians without
and with electric field and b from the square root of the
difference of the variances.

The polarizabilities and dipole moments per atom R/N and
µ/N obtained from such an approach are shown for SnN clusters
(N ) 6-20) in Figure 3 for a nozzle temperature TN of 40 K.
The polarizability per atom of a dielectric or metallic sphere
with the density and permittivity of bulk R- and �-Sn is also
included in Figure 3.54 Clearly, the polarizabilities of most of
the clusters are well above the ideal metallic or dielectric sphere
values. Particularly significant are the large values of the
apparent polarizability observed for Sn11-13. The increased
apparent polarizabilities arise from nonzero permanent dipole

Figure 2. (a, b) Molecular beam profiles of Sn7 and Sn10 with (blue
dots) and without (red squares) applied deflection voltage U ) 20 kV
at a nozzle temperature of TN ) 40 K. As a guide, Gaussian functions
are fitted to the beam profiles. For Sn7 only a deflection of the molecular
beam is visible, whereas for Sn10 both a deflection and broadening are
observed. (c, d) The beam deflection and squared broadening showing
a quadratic dependence on the applied voltage U (see also Supporting
Information).
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contributions to the polarizability (broken, blue line), as
predicted by an adiabatic polarization model (see discussion
below), which takes the experimentally observed apparent dipole
moments into account.

3.3. Apparent Polarizabilities. The calculated isotropic
dipole polarizabilities per atom as shown in Table 1 are closer
to the value expected for a small dielectric sphere with density
and dielectric constant of R-Sn than to the apparent experimental
values obtained from the molecular beam deflection. In fact,
the deviation is by a factor of 2-4 for most cluster sizes. This
is particularly evident as the theoretically predicted polariz-
abilities per atom for the different isomers of a given cluster
size show only variations of less than 10%.

The experimental polarizabilities shown in Figure 3 were
calculated using first-order perturbation theory (eq 3). If second-
order perturbation theory is used instead, the experimental polar-
izabilities are only upper limits to the electronic polarizabilities of
the clusters, because permanent dipole moments can give a
significant contribution to the apparent polarizability due to an
adiabatic polarization mechanism.55,56 Within this model the total
polarizability R of a rigid, spherical rotor is divided into two parts.
One resulting from a pure electronic polarizability Re as calculated,
and one due to the permanent dipole moment µ

R)Re +
2
9

µ2

kbTrot
(7)

In order to apply the polarization model, we use the experi-
mentally obtained dipole moments from first-order perturbation

as a guess to simulate the experimentally observed polarizabili-
ties. For that purpose, the rotational temperature Trot of the
ensemble of tin clusters in the molecular beam is needed. To
get an idea of the order of magnitude of Trot, we use Sn11 as an
example. Since the pure electronic contribution to R obtained
from a small dielectric sphere of R-Sn amounts to 7.23 Å3, a
rotational temperature of 3.4 K is needed to yield an effective
polarizability of 30.5 ( 0.5 Å3, considering the measured
permanent dipole moment of 0.74 D; i.e., the contribution of
the permanent dipole moment to the polarizability is 23.3 Å3.
This rotational temperature seems to be reasonable compared
to previous molecular beam experiments under similar source
conditions.57 Figure 3 shows the predicted apparent polariz-
abilities based on the polarization mechanism at a rotational
temperature of 3.5 K. Considering the fact that the tin clusters
might be nonrigid, nonspherical rotors, the agreement between
the experimental values and the polarization model is surpris-
ingly good. The polarization mechanism demonstrates nicely,
that for Sn11-13 the permanent dipole moments not only give a
significant contribution to the measured polarizability but
dominate the deflection of the molecular beam. However, it is
also evident from Figure 3 that calculated polarizabilities based
on the adiabatic polarization model of a spherical rotor cannot
explain the measured data quantitatively; e.g., Sn10 shows a
significantly reduced susceptibility compared to the adiabatic
polarization model. Of course, these deviations can be fixed, if
a size-dependent rotational temperature is assumed. For example,
a rotational temperature of 5.4 K would give an apparent
polarizability of Sn10 in agreement with Figure 3, but it seems
unclear why such temperature differences should occur.57 The
contribution of the permanent dipole moment to the obeserved
polarizability R according to eq 7 can be generalized to the case
of a symmetric rotor. This gives rise to a prefactor between
(-1/3 + π/6) and 1/3 instead of 2/9 in eq 7, depending on the
elongation of the rotor. This might also partially explain
the deviations between the adiabatic polarization model and the
observed polarizabilities. However, most of the predicted
ground-state structures are nonsymmetric rotors (|κ| * 1) and
up to now there is no extension of eq 7 for asymmetric tops
available.58

3.4. Permanent Dipole Moments of SnN (N ) 6-11). The
apparent dipole moments per atom, shown in Figure 3, are
obtained assuming spherical rigid rotors in the low electric field
limit. However, the low electric field limit is possibly already
exceeded, since the dipole-field interaction energy, roughly
given by |µb| · |Eb|, is 2.4 K · kb for a dipole moment of µ ) 1 D
at an applied deflection voltage of 15 kV. Moreover, the
proposed global minima structures of Sn6-20 are asymmetric
rotors, except for N ) 6, 7, 10, 18, and 19. The asymmetry of
the structures has two consequences: First, the lower symmetry
places no constraints onto the direction of the dipole moment
relative to the body principal axes. Second, the asymmetric shape
of the inertia tensor strongly alters the rotational motion of the
molecule in comparison to a symmetrical rotor.59 To account
for these effects, we used a classical molecular dynamics
simulation,53,60 which treats the molecules as asymmetric rigid
rotors and utilized the theoretically predicted dipole moment
vectors, isotropic polarizabilities, and moments of inertia. The
simulated beam deflection profiles are shown for Sn6-11 in
Figure 4. For Sn6, Sn7, Sn9, and Sn10 the experimental data are
nicely reproduced by the theoretical prediction. For Sn8 and Sn11

neither the putative global minima nor the energetically low-
lying minima give a reasonable agreement.

Figure 3. (a) Apparent polarizabilities per atom R/N (blue squares)
of SnN clusters as obtained from the beam deflection at deflection
voltages U between 15 and 28 kV (see Table 1). The experimentally
determined apparent polarizabilities are significantly larger than the
theoretically predicted polarizabilities (red circles) but can be repro-
duced, if the dipole moment contribution is incorporated by means of
an adiabatic polarization model (broken, blue line) using the experi-
mentally determined permanent dipole moments (see (b)). The polar-
izability of a sphere with the properties of bulk R- (dotted, black line)
and �-Sn (solid, black line) is included for comparison. (b) Squared
apparent permanent electric dipole moments per atom (µ/N)2 (blue
squares) as obtained from the voltage-dependent molecular beam
broadening. The experimental dipole moments are significantly lower
than the theoretically predicted values (red circles, see Table 1) except
for N ) 6, 7, 9, and 13.
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This can have several reasons. Perhaps, the isomers present
in the experiment are not identical to the ones found theoreti-
cally, either because the experimental structures are not the
global minima due to kinetically controlled growth or the
theoretically proposed structures do not represent the true global
minima due to incomplete sampling of the configuration space
or incorrect energetic ordering of the isomers. Furthermore, one
has to keep in mind that the molecular beam deflection critically
depends on the orientation and the magnitude of the dipole
moment. This indicates that the observed disagreement between
theory and experiment could also arise from an inaccurate
description of the dipole moment vector by our quantum
chemical calculations. However, the good and reasonable
description of Sn9 and Sn10 seems to exclude this explanation.
Further, a mixture of different isomers may be present in the
molecular beam, thus giving rise to observed beam deflections
which represent superpositions of different deflected beam
profiles. Such an approach is shown in Figure 5 for Sn8 and
Sn11 and gives good agreement with the experimental beam
profiles assuming that the two energetically lowest isomers
contribute to the beam deflection. Especially in the case of Sn11

this seems to be a very reasonable assumption since the
theoretically predicted energy difference amounts to only 0.02
eV (Table 1). In contrast, for Sn12 it is not possible to simulate

the experimental beam profile adequately by taking the two or
three low-lying isomers into account.

Two further points important for the analysis of the experi-
mental data need to be addressed. First, it was shown by Abd
el Rahim et al.59 that the rotational motion of rigid asymmetric
rotors in external electric fields, contrary to symmetric rotors,
can show chaotic behavior depending on the strength of the
electric field and the degree of asymmetry of the rotor. Such a
behavior would lead to a strong influence of small external
perturbations such as electric field inhomogeneities and scat-
tering processes, despite large impact parameters for collision
phenomena with background gases. The clusters would thereby
lose the memory of their rotational quantum state, leading to a
strong reduction of the beam broadening. This could also explain
the good agreement between experiment and simulation for the
beam deflection of the symmetric rotors 10s0 and the weakly
asymmetric rotor 9s0 (see asymmetry parameter in Table 1), in
contrast to that for the strong asymmetric rotors 8s0 and 11s0.
The second point deals with the assumption of rigidity. If the
clusters interconvert between different isomers on the time scale
the particles pass the electric field, typically 200 µs, one would
expect a reduced or, in the limiting case, even nonexistent
broadening of the molecular beam, i.e., the quenching of the
time averaged dipole moment. The rate constant of isomerization
will sensitively depend on the vibrational temperature of the
clusters, which can be experimentally changed by varying the
temperature TN of the expansion nozzle.

We have therefore investigated the effective dipole moments
at different nozzle temperatures between 40 and 100 K. For
example, the molecular beam profiles of Sn10 are shown in
Figure 6a at a nozzle temperature of 100 K and a deflection
voltage of 28 kV. Although at 40 K and a deflection voltage of
15 kV a clear broadening of the molecular beam is visible
(Figure 4), this broadening almost completely disappeared at
100 K; i.e., the effective dipole moment is close to zero. The
deflected molecular beam consistently no longer fits the
simulated beam deflection taking the predicted dipole moment,
polarizability, and moments of inertia from Table 1 into account.
However, even for a simulation assuming a vanishing dipole
moment, the experimental results are not properly described,
since the transient dipole moments still contribute in a
Langevin-Debye mechanism to the effective polarizability and
thus enlarge the electronic polarizability.61 A possible mecha-
nism for the isomerization of Sn10 is shown in Figure 6b. It
represents a pseudorotation via transition state 10T, which lies
only 0.08 eV higher than 10s0 as obtained from our calculations.
This pseudorotation, i.e., the rotation of the dipole moment

Figure 4. Molecular beam deflection profiles of Sn6sSn12 and Sn16

at a nozzle temperature TN ) 40 K and an applied deflection voltage
of 15 kV. As a guide to the eye, the undeflected molecular beam profiles
(red squares) are approximated by Gaussians (broken, red line). The
deflected beam profiles (blue dots) are compared to a molecular
dynamics simulation60 (solid, blue line), which treats the clusters as
rigid rotors. The moments of inertia, isotropic polarizabilities, and dipole
moments are taken from ab initio calculations (Table 1). A rotational
temperature Trot of 3.5 K is assumed, but the results only weakly depend
on this actual value.

Figure 5. Molecular beam profiles of Sn8 and Sn11 at a nozzle
temperature of 40 K with (blue dots) and without (red squares) a
deflection voltage of 15 kV. From molecular dynamics simulations,
the beam deflection is reproduced well by taking the molecular data
from Table 1 into account and further assuming that the molecular beam
consists of a mixture of the two lowest isomers 8s0/8s1 and 11s0/11s1.
The population ratio of 8s1 to 8s0 was chosen to be 0.6 and for 11s1
to 11s0 to be 1.5.
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vector in the molecular-fixed coordinate frame, clearly demon-
strates why the time-averaged dipole moments may be strongly
reduced due to the isomerization. Due to the marginal energy
difference between the proposed global minimum and the
transition state, it is assumed that the pseudorotation is accessible
at a time scale of 200 µs.

3.5. Permanent Dipole Moments of SnN (N ) 12-20). For
the larger clusters, Sn12-20, there are significant discrepancies
between the experimental and theoretical predicted molecular
beam deflections, exemplified for Sn12 and Sn16 in Figure 4. In
Figure 7 it is shown, how the experimental size dependent
effective dipole moments per atom change with nozzle tem-
perature. For N ) 6-10 there is almost no change in the

effective dipole moment between TN ) 40 and 50 K, whereas
for N > 10 the effective dipole moment is already clearly
reduced between TN ) 40 and 50 K. This indicates that the
molecular beam deflection profiles of SnN (N > 10) are, at least
at TN ) 50 K, strongly affected by the flexibility of the
structures. Hence it is questionable if these clusters can already
be treated as completely rigid bodies at a nozzle temperature
of 40 K, thus explaining the poor agreement between experi-
mentally and theoretically predicted beam deflection profiles.
In future experiments it is therefore necessary to further cool
the clusters down, so that a quantitative comparison with the
theoretically proposed structures is possible in this size range.
However, in the size range N ) 6-10 the negligible dependence
of the effective dipole moment on the temperature, between TN

) 40 and 50 K, suggests that these clusters can be treated as
rigid rotors in this temperature regime. Interestingly, the apparent
dipole moment of Sn6 and Sn7 slightly increase between a nozzle
temperature of 50 and 100 K. This indicates, that a temperature-
induced symmetry breaking might take place. Similar to what
was observed for a carboxylic acid dimer62 and Na2C60.63

4. Conclusion

We have investigated the dielectric properties of isolated
neutral tin clusters in the size range between 6 and 20 atoms.
In combination with a systematic theoretical study of the global
minima, structures of tin clusters between N ) 6, 7, 9, and 10
atoms have been confirmed from a quantitative simulation of
the measured electric deflection beam profiles by taking
calculated moments of inertia and dielectric properties into
account. This approach fails for tin clusters with more than 12
atoms, probably because these larger tin clusters are, even at
the smallest achieved nozzle temperature of 40 K, still too
flexible to be treated as rigid rotors and thus give rise to
quenched electric dipole moments. However, by cooling the
clusters further, electric deflection experiments together with
quantum chemical approaches may be used in the future to
determine the structures of larger neutral tin clusters as well.
On the other hand, with ever-increasing computer power and
the development of almost linear scaling methods, one might
be able to simulate accurately the dynamics of small metal
clusters at specific temperatures.
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